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The beginning of the year is usually a time when many of us will set New Year's resolutions that we struggle to

keep. Despite our best efforts, the hope and optimism of those early months tends to wear thin as we

encounter setbacks and challenges that threaten to get in the way of our goals. To combat these fears,

THENSA hit the ground running by working on programmes, events and initiatives which seek to engage a

broad cross-section of Industry, Business and Higher Education for solutions on how best to improve our

country. From the 27th to 28th January, we held the final module for our Staff PhD Capacity Enhancement

Programme, an initiative which we launched in June 2019 in partnership with the Tshwane University of

Technology (TUT) and with funding from the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET). 47

candidates presented and defended their dissertations, both virtually and in-person, to a group of assessors,

supervisors, observers from various academic institutions, as well as their peers. The event allowed them to

receive expert feedback on their dissertations which will prove to be helpful as they prepare for submission. 

We are proud to announce that one of our candidates, Ms Lungile Luthuli from the University of Zululand,

submitted her dissertation before the start of the final module and has been awarded her doctorate. In addition,

five more candidates are in the process of submitting their dissertations and an additional 10 have listed June

as their date of submission. It is important to note that these strides have not only taken place well within the

three-year time frame, but have also occurred in spite of the challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic.

We would like to thank our facilitators, supervisors and the staff at the Southern Sun Elangeni & Maharani and

Rosebank who made this programme a success. We would also like to thank all our staff here at THENSA who

helped organise all the modules of this unique and groundbreaking programme which has already made a

valuable contribution to South Africa’s knowledge economy and the Higher Education sector as a whole.
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UPDATES from thensa
We would like to send our heartfelt condolences to the family and friends of Mr Raji Matshedisho, Senior

Lecturer in Sociology at the University of the Witwatersrand, who passed away earlier this January. Mr

Matshedisho was beloved amongst PhD candidates who enjoyed his guidance as one of the facilitators for the

Staff PhD Capacity Enhancement Programme. He will be sorely missed by those who were fortunate enough to

have met and worked with him.

A reminder that the THENSA International Conference 2022 will take place from 16th to 18th March at

Montecasino in Johannesburg, Gauteng. If you would like to attend the conference, kindly visit our website

(www.thensa.co.za) to secure your booking. Hurry as places are limited!

The HERESA Training Event 2022 is slated to take place from 21st to 24th March at the Premier Hotel in

Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. Registration for the event will be open on 20th March. Kindly note that this event is

open to HERESA members only. 

UPDATES from member institutions
In partnership with eThekwini Municipality, The Durban University of Technology (DUT) is amongst the 29

international partners across Europe and Africa to be awarded a five-year European Union (EU) grant under the

European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme. The project, namely “Renewable energies

for Africa: Effective valorisation of agri-food wastes (REFFECT AFRICA: November 2021 – November 2026)”, will

use a biomass gasification technology to produce renewable energy sources from agri-food wastes, which will

reduce waste sent to landfill and provide energy solutions for on- and off-grid communities.

On January 13th, the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) launched its third satellite mission into

space from the Cape Canaveral site in the United States of America. As part of the MDASat (Marine Domain

Awareness) constellation, which has ocean economy and healthcare as its main objectives, Operation Phakisa

encourages effective marine domain awareness. MDASat is CPUT’s third satellite mission, building on the

successful launches of ZACUBE-1 (TshepisoSat) and ZACUBE-2.

Congratulations to Ms Tandi Mapukata, who has been appointed as Executive Director: Advancement &

Internationalisation for the Vaal University of Technology (VUT). Her appointment forms part of VUT’s mission to

secure future strategic international partnerships, as well as to improve perceptions about the institution

amongst the broader public. 

The Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) has won the bid for a new Development Bank of Southern Africa

(DBSA) Research Chair in Infrastructure which will see the institution receive a grant of R629 050. This

appointment seeks to add to TUT’s growing research and innovation efforts by developing both in-depth and ad

hoc infrastructure research papers on topics determined by the DBSA across the infrastructure development

value chain. The Research Chair will also provide peer review on internal DBSA research papers, as well as

participate in conversations organised by the DBSA on infrastructure development.  

http://www.thensa.co.za/
https://www.dut.ac.za/dut-and-the-ethekwini-municipality-team-up-for-reffect-africa/
https://www.dut.ac.za/dut-and-the-ethekwini-municipality-team-up-for-reffect-africa/
https://www.cput.ac.za/newsroom/news/article/4396/cput-launches-3rd-satellite-mission-this-week
https://www.vut.ac.za/welcome-to-the-newly-appointed-executive-director-advancement-internationalisation-ms-tandi-mapukata/
https://www.tut.ac.za/news-and-press/article?NID=536

